for Life Sciences
Solution Overview
Introduction
Biological data has entered the realm of “big data” with the advent of high-throughput and cost efficient genomic and
proteomic technologies. The technologies generating a large portion of this data include next-generation sequencing
(NGS) systems for DNA and RNA high-throughput sequencing, high throughput mass spectrometry or cytometry for
proteomic data, and digital pathology and other biological imaging pipelines.
Along with an exponential increase
inc
in data set size is the geographic dispersion of Life Sciences teams needing access to
data repositories for analytic or collaborative purposes. Consequently, Life Sciences organizations often struggle to
quickly and reliably move, share, and sync large data sets between on premises or cloud locations. Additionally, for
scientific work involving human data for clinical applications, these organizations efforts to comply with strict security and
regulatory guidelines are critical.
Legacy data transport methods and technologies are
a predominant in the Life Sciences community – shipping hard drives
and FTP-based transfers are failing to keep up, resulting in increased risk, lower productivity, and the deceleration of
time-sensitive discovery or clinical outcomes. As the creator of groundbreaking bulk data transport solutions and
technologies, IBM Aspera® uniquely overcome these challenges to securely and reliably move, sync, stream and share
data and files at the fastest speeds possible, anywhere in the world, across any network, regardless of file size or network
conditions.
How Aspera delivers value:
The following are key examples of how Aspera solutions are used in Life Sciences:
Facilitates faster and more secure large file sharing between global research teams
Enables fast, highly controllable, and secure genomic data distribution from nextgeneration
sequencing and other service labs
Accelerates analysis of data with high-speed data uploads to powerful cloud bioinformatics
or other analytics platforms
platfo
Enable worldwide follow the sun projects with global file synchronization and sharing for
medical device and other product engineering
Ensure high security transport for all data with clinical relevance
Provide real-time high definition microscopy and medical image streaming for better
evaluation and diagnosis
How Aspera delivers value:

Files of Any Size – Reliably move hundreds of GB to multiple TB and more per session
Fast – Fully utilize available bandwidth to move data up to hundreds of times faster than
TCP, regardless of file size, network conditions or transfer distance
Flexible – Support for on-premises, cloud and hybrid environments; clients for desktop,
web and mobile users; and SDKs for integration with existing applications
Reliable – Guaranteed and predictable deliveries with auto-resume from the point of
interruption
Secure – Robust data encryption, integrity checks and authentication
Control – Real-time, centralized transfer monitoring, control and reporting
Automation – Orchestration solutions to fully automate transfer workflows

Company Profile
Industry: Healthcare and life sciences
Attributes: Organizations shipping hard drives or using FTP/TCP-based transfer
technologies to sync, share, move or stream large data sets across WANs to employees,
labs, Business Partners and customers, and/or to migrate data to the cloud. Legacy file
transfer tools such as FTP are slow, insecure and unreliable for moving large files or
volumes of data over long haul Internet connections, resulting in missed SLAs, low
productivity, inability to meet regulatory deadlines, increased CapEx and more.
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